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Online B2B meeting

Azerbaijan-Kazakhstan-Georgia
Within the framework of cooperation between EU-Georgia Business
Council and Caspian European Club “ONLINE B2B FORUM
AZERBAIJAN–KAZAKHSTAN-GEORGIA” was held on May 8,
2020.

More than 50 participants representing top management of
companies from different Business Sectors, as well as
representatives of diplomatic missions and international
organizations supervising economic issues took part in above.
mentioned forum
From Georgian side Poti Free Industrial Zone, Hualing Kutaisi
Free Industrial zone, Luca Polare, Geoplant Ltd and others were
present.

EUGBC Secretary General, Zviad Chumburidze and Executive
Director, Giorgi Kacharava made their speeches regarding the
future Business development perspectives between these three
countries.
The ONLINE B2B FORUM provided information about the
activities of the CASPIAN EUROPEAN CLUB. Besides,
companies made presentations, and opportunities for business
cooperation were explored. Companies were given an opportunity
to ask questions, concerning issues which are of interest to them,
from their colleagues representing other countries, as well as
exchanged useful business contacts.

It should be underlined that Online B2B forum wasfirst
of its kind to be held between these countries in post
pandemic period.
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Meeting of the Investors Council
On June 22, EUGBC Executive Director, Giorgi Kacharava took part at the 13th Investors Council
meeting chaired Prime Minister of Georgia aiming to review recommendations for the promotion of
investments in Georgia and measures implemented for an improvement of the investment climate.
Focus has been made on the
facilitated development of the
capital market, along with past
and intended reforms in the
energy and education sectors.
Discussions were also related to
the attraction of more foreign
direct investments in light
manufacturing, pharmaceutics,
and FMCG sectors. Swift
development of these sectors also
should serve significant import-

substituting role, which proved to be vital in the current pandemic crisis.
During the meeting EUGBC raised the issue of GMP standardization taking into account that it is
crucial for investments and development of Pharmaceutical Sector in Georgia Mr. Kacharava emphasized
that “we all agree that GMP standardization is essential for increase of competitiveness and volume of
export of domestic producers, however the current date for mandatory standardization (January 1, 2022) is
unrealistic, because till now there is no step-by-step plan for compliance with GMP standards, jointly
developed by the Government and Business Sector.
Maintaining the current status quo will result in Prevention about 70 million GEL Investments from
Local producers increase of prices of medicines closure of absolute majority of existing Georgian
companies and/or relocation of production and unique knowledge to other countries”.
EUGBC offered pragmatic solution: “taking into account that the implementation plan and schedule of
GMP standards is individual for each company, it should be in advance agreed and approved by the
respective Georgian Authorities… GMP mandatory standardization deadline should be adjusted
accordingly.
In addition it was stated that “as of July 2019, local producers have the liability to comply with GMP
standard in case of new production lines or registration of new medicines while there is no GMP standard
requirement for imported medicines.”
Therefore Local Pharmaceutical companies are in discriminatory position …..and respective legislative
changes are required in order apply similar GMP requirements for imported medicines, likewise the local
Pharmaceutical products’ requirements.
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Online meeting with the Ambassador of the republic of Turkey

On June 23, 2020, H.E. Fatma Ceren Yazgan,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
Republic of Turkey to Georgia met in online format
EUGBC Board and Member companies.
H.E. Ambassador provided to Business Sector the
information about current situation in Turkey in terms
of results of fight against COVID 19, also covering
details about Travel measures.
The sides also discussed the ways for strengthening of
trade and economic relations between the two countries.

An Annual Catalogue of EUGBC – Business Line Issue 2020 will feature an interview with Her
Excellency the Ambassador of Turkey Fatma Ceren Yazgan regarding the Black sea Issues, on
which the Conference was held in December 6, 2019, organized by EU-Georgia Business
Cauncil.
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Meeting of the Business
Associations and signing
of the Memorandum of
Understanding

On June 30, “EU-Georgia Business Council” organized a meeting of 7
Business Associations in order to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU).
EU-Georgia Business Council (EUGBC), International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC), Georgian Distributors Association (GDBA),
Georgian Producers’ Federation, Tax Payers Union (TPU), Georgian
Employers Association (GEA) and Banking Association of Georgia
(BA) leaders sign a MoU aimed at creating a framework for
cooperation between the parties, namely:

• Business Associations Meetings and Coordination
• Business Associations Joint Action Plan for the communication with the Government
• Joint statements/recommendations and follow up strategy to protect fair interests of businesses and to provide specific

assistance in crisis times

👈Press to see the video

👈 Press to see the videos 👆
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Joint Statements of the Business Associations
AAAsAssociations

03.06.2020
During the difficult period of outbreak of “Covid 19”, a number of business associations
repeatedly appealed to the Georgian government with recommendations for the purposes to
maintain economic stability in the country; to protect fair interests of businesses and provide
specific assistance in crisis times.
Although several recommendations have been taken into account, unfortunately business
associations have not received feedback from the Government on the proposals and we see threat
that in autumn the Government will stay alone in facing the big challenge of the emerging
economic crisis.
It should be emphasized that in recent past there has been misleading trend towards cooperation
with business, which means that the government does not have proper communication and
feedback for the business, however, according to the Government’s statements, assistance and
communication process with business sector has already been started. e.g, there was no feedback
about VAT payment liability after selling of goods, as well as possible abolishment during the
customs clearance of goods of the so called ‘yellow corridor’, which represents impeding and
unpredictable mechanism for the maintenance of cash flow by the Businesses and indirectly
increases the prices of imported goods and local products (linked to imports of raw materials).
During the presentation of the anti-crisis economic plan by the Prime Minister, it was noted that
the Government has agreed with the IMF on new program options and has already received aid
assistance of 1.5 billion US Dollars for the budget and solid guarantees, as well as the private
sector will have additional access to 1.5 billion US Dollars.
Please follow the link for further information

👇

http://eugbc.net/business-associations-joint-statement/

Urgent steps to be taken by the Government of Georgia to overcome the
difficulties caused by the pandemic of COVID 19

Joint statement of the Business Associations – 22 April, 2020
For more please press

👇
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EUGBC Recommendation

Outbreak of “COVID 19”, associated with long-term challenges both in economics and

recommendations to the Government of Georgia for the development of specific
business sectors
Outbreak of “COVID 19”, associated with long-term challenges both in economics and
healthcare, will inevitably change the world's political and economic rules.
According to the leading states’ statements, Euro-Atlantic-Chinese crisis might emerge, where
the political approaches of the US and the EU will play an important role.
From our viewpoint, the economic crisis which actually threatens to each state, will last for 2-3
years and create new challenges and opportunities. Consequently, one of the outcomes of the
“COVID 19”, is that the world's leading states have already begun preparations to take out own
plants from China. So-called productions’ migration process will be difficult and time consuming.
Taking into account our country’s economic challenges, the years 2020-21 will be the most
difficult period for business development and the Georgian Government and Georgian companies
have to make significant efforts for the involvement in new economic processes.
Please press to see more
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EUGBC members news

In June 2020, Neopharm – a
Georgian pharmaceutical
company became a corporate member of the council
Pharmaceutical company Neopharm was established in 1997. The goal was to provide healthcare system with
Safe, Qualitative, Effective and Affordable medicines. During years of hard work as a result company’s
portfolio is presented by manufacturing line with over 200 brand name of medical products, among which are
medicines, supplements, cosmetic products, natural juices and biological active compounds; Pharmaceutical
retail chain with over 50 pharmacies around Georgia and distributional company, which supplies over 300
pharmacies in whole country.
We believe, that there is more to be done in the better healthcare system and we continue to work for
achievement of new targets.
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TBC Bank – News
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Please find the attached file
http://eugbc.net/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/NE
W-Packages-2020-.pdf
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For more please follow the link
http://eugbc.net/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/DeloitteAcademy-Summer-Trainings-English.pdf
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EY – People Advisory Services

EY People Advisory Services
(PAS) team has been carrying
out a compensation and benefits
survey on the Georgian market
for 12 years.
We are glad to announce the
commencement of the Round
2020 of the Compensation
Survey.
The findings of our express
survey showed that COVID-19
has had a huge impact on the
labor market and has given rise
to significant changes in terms
of the number of employees and
their compensation.
This demonstrates the
importance of compensation
surveys as such reports allow
companies to plan the
compensation budget in line
with the trends existing in the
labor market.
For details follow the
link https://bit.ly/ey-survey-2020 or
contact our team via
email: SalarySurvey@ge.ey.com or
phone: +995 599 24 55 56.
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BGI Legal dominates this year’s Legal 500 rankings.
The latest edition of the Legal 500 has been published
and BGI Legal are delighted to have received a record
27 rankings over 4 practice areas with, once again, no
other Georgian firm receiving more firm and individual
lawyer rankings.
We are ranked as Tier 1 for all 4 practice areas ranked
by Legal 500 in our jurisdiction, namely Banking and
Finance; Commercial, Corporate and M&A; Dispute
Resolution; and Real Estate & Construction.
Lasha Gogiberidze, Zaza Bibilashvili and Sandro
Bibilashvili are all included in the elite “Leading
Individuals” list, Unana Gogokhia, George Sarajishvili
and Sandro Bibilashvili are further recognized in the
“Next Generation Partners” category, and Davit
Kakoishvili is ranked as a “Rising Star“.
With even more rankings than last year, the new guide
demonstrates the market’s recognition of our
expanding strength and depth in these areas.

BGI Partner, Unana Gogokhia, has been named in the latest edition of IFLR1000 Women Leaders placing her
according to IFLR among “the leading female transactional lawyers in the world,” who have “impressive track
records,” and “are consistently recommended by clients and peers for the quality of their advice and service.”
Unana is the only female lawyer from Georgia to have been selected in this elite cohort of 300 leading
transactional lawyers from across the world.
Women Leaders is a supplement based on research for IFLR1000, the guide to the world’s leading financial and
corporate law firms and lawyers. It considers the best working in their areas nationally.
Honourees are selected from a research process that includes evaluation of thousands of submissions, survey
data of thousands of client referees and peers, and hundreds of interviews.
For the complete list of honourees, visit https://www.iflr1000.com/NewsAndAnalysis/IFLR1000-Women-Leaders2020/Index/10870
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Be Pure SPA @Hotels & Preference Hualing Tbilisi launches its first and only in Georgia new SPA menu
with Georgian made products. The products contain all essential nutrients and minerals that add to the
therapeutic benefit of the massage. Our SPA exclusively cooperating with company Sadaphi which is
producing Natural and BEO SPA products in Georgia. Now all EUGBC members have a chance
of discovering the amazing benefits of plant-based living SPA treatments @BE PURE

Hotels&Preferences Hualing Tbilisi
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Interviews
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